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between thin aluminum foils.[6] However,
further development of liquid-phase TEM
to exploit high spatial resolution for the
study of liquid-phase dynamics has been
limited. Moreover, this was regarded as
a daunting goal until the recent advance
of microfabrication techniques and their
wide use in the development of experimental platforms for microscale research.
These techniques have been successfully
applied to the production of reliable liquid
cells that ensure successful encapsulation
of thin solution specimens with minimal
compromise in the resolution of TEM.
Conventional TEM has rapidly advanced
and is now one of the standard analytic
tools in a wide range of research areas.[7]
Implementation of TEM has been further augmented with the development of
aberration correctors and direct electrondetecting techniques. The concurrent progress in liquid-cell fabrication and TEM
apparatus has enabled the direct observation of chemical reactions in liquids with sub-nanometer resolution.
In principle, TEM observations are conducted by measuring
the elastic and inelastic interactions of an electron beam that
is transmitted through a specimen. The beam is housed in a
vacuum environment with a pressure <10−4 Pa to minimize
unwanted electron–gas interactions. Therefore, perfect sealing
of the liquid cells is a prerequisite for successful imaging in
this ultrahigh-vacuum condition. In addition, the electronbeam-transparent windows and encapsulated liquid should be
thin enough to minimize electron-beam scattering and ensure
the high spatial resolution of the TEM observation. Liquid cells
prepared by thin-film and microfabrication processes enable
the isolation of liquid samples from the vacuum environment.
With the development of high-performance detectors, magnetic
lenses, and aberration correctors, liquid cells allow fast (milli
second scales, up to ≈400 frames per second) and high-resolution imaging of specimens in solution. The successful use
of liquid cells in TEM observations has been demonstrated in
many reports, confirming the potential as an in situ imaging
method. Consequently, it is gaining much interest from
researchers in various disciplines spanning from chemistry to
materials science and even biology.[8–12]
Among the various research areas, nanoscience and nanotechnology is one of the most rapidly growing fields where
TEM-based analysis is indispensable.[13–15] This is because

For the past few decades, nanoparticles of various sizes, shapes, and compositions have been synthesized and utilized in many different applications.
However, due to a lack of analytical tools that can characterize structural
changes at the nanoscale level, many of their growth and transformation
processes are not yet well understood. The recently developed technique
of liquid-phase transmission electron microscopy (TEM) has gained much
attention as a new tool to directly observe chemical reactions that occur in
solution. Due to its high spatial and temporal resolution, this technique is
widely employed to reveal fundamental mechanisms of nanoparticle growth
and transformation. Here, the technical developments for liquid-phase TEM
together with their application to the study of solution-phase nanoparticle
chemistry are summarized. Two types of liquid cells that can be used in the
high-vacuum conditions required by TEM are discussed, followed by recent in
situ TEM studies of chemical reactions of colloidal nanoparticles. New findings on the growth mechanism, transformation, and motion of nanoparticles
are subsequently discussed in detail.

1. Introduction
Many important reactions in chemistry, physics, and biology
occur in solution. Imaging of subjects in a liquid media is in
high demand for gaining a better understanding of these reactions at the atomic and molecular levels. Liquid-phase transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is an emerging technology that
provides new opportunities for direct and real-time visualization
of dynamic processes in solution.[1–5] In the early history of TEM
development, one of the pioneering studies was a TEM study
of the ultrastructures of wet biological specimens embedded
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TEM provides information on the morphology, crystal structure, chemical composition, and elemental distributions at
the sub-nanometer scale. Nonetheless, ex situ characterization
methods, including conventional TEM analysis, still limit our
understanding of colloidal nanoparticle growth and behavior,
as most inorganic nanoparticles are synthesized and applied in
the solution phase.[16,17] Moreover, their chemical and physical
behavior change when they are isolated from the native solution
for ex situ analysis. As a representative example, the formation
mechanism of nanoparticles has been explained by the classical
crystallization theory,[18] supported by conventional ex situ analysis including TEM, X-ray diffraction (XRD), and optical spectroscopy.[19,20] In the classical model, nuclei are formed at the
early stage and grow to large particles by monomer attachment
in the growth regime. However, there is significant evidence
indicating that the situation is more complex than expected
and that the formation of nanoparticles deviates from the
classical nucleation and growth model.[21] For example, many
kinds of prenucleation intermediate species (e.g., clusters) can
be involved in nanocrystal synthesis.[22–31] Consequently, the
development of novel characterization tools that can be used
to observe nanoscale phenomena in solution with high spatial and temporal resolutions to obtain mechanistic answers to
chemical reactions involving colloidal nanoparticles, is highly
desirable. In this aspect, liquid-phase TEM is considered as cutting-edge in studies for growth, dynamics, and transformations
of colloidal nanoparticles.
Here, we present the recent advances of using liquid-phase
TEM for studying colloidal inorganic nanoparticles. The basics
of liquid-cell design, a prerequisite for liquid-phase TEM measurements, are introduced. Then, research on the formation and
transformation of nanoparticles is summarized. We also introduce TEM observations of nanoparticle motion in liquid cells.
Finally, in situ TEM studies for electrochemical cells are briefly
presented.

2. Technological Development
2.1. Liquid-Cell Design
Technically, the use of liquid cells as a method for encapsulating specimens in the conventional workflow of TEM enables
imaging of events in the liquid phase by TEM. An appropriate
design of liquid cells is one of the most important prerequisites for liquid-phase TEM. The representative structures
of liquid cells are displayed in Figure 1. These include liquid
cells manufactured from the microfabrication of silicon wafers
and graphene liquid cells. Regardless of the different designs
and materials used for fabricating liquid cells, the major
components are tight-sealing for vacuum isolation, a space
where the liquid-phase reaction takes place, and electronbeam-transparent windows for clear visualization. Depending
on the experiment of interest, an additional compartment, such
as electrodes, can be appended.
The typical design of static cells based on the microfabrication of silicon chips is displayed in Figure 1a.[32,33] Microfabricated liquid cells consist of top and bottom silicon chips
whose lateral size is similar to that of normal TEM grids. The
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windows are usually made with thin Si3N4 membranes with a
thickness range of 10–100 nm to ensure high transmittance for
the electron beam. The chips are separated by metal spacers,
frequently made by deposition of indium or gold compounds.
These provide a space to store the desired volume of the liquid
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Figure 1. Representative structure of liquid cells. a) Typical design
of a static-type microfabricated silicon cell. b) Schematic illustration
describing a flow-type microfabricated silicon cell system. c) Schematic
illustration of a graphene liquid cell. a) Reproduced with permission.[35]
Copyright 2012, Royal Society of Chemistry. b) Reproduced with permission.[37] Copyright 2014, American Association for the Advancement of
Science. c) Reproduced with permission.[38] Copyright 2012, American
Association for the Advancement of Science.

sample. The microfabricated cells exhibit advantages including
high reproducibility, high strength, and easy and precise modification of the cell design through well-developed fabrication
techniques. Simple modification of these cells enables in situ
study of electrochemical and/or temperature-controlled reactions in TEM.[8,34,35]
The microfabricated cells can be modified to flow-type liquid
cells.[1,36,37] Many chemical reactions require the controlled
introduction of chemical reagents when the retention time and
temperature are settled. These are also needed for in situ TEM
observation of reactions, which require sophisticated control of
the reactants. For example, precipitation needs a continuous
supply of the precursor solution. A typical structure of flowtype cells and a holder system is illustrated in Figure 1b. The
basic structure is similar to static-type silicon cells, except for
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implementation of flow inlets and outlets. The reactant liquid
can be injected from the outside of the TEM and the flow can
be controlled by a syringe pump system. O-ring sealing provides vacuum isolation in the reaction chamber during the
measurement. In addition, these cells enable the simultaneous
introduction of multiple reagents via multiple inlets. Flow-type
cells significantly expand the range of chemical reactions that
can be investigated by liquid-phase TEM.
Liquid cells can be also made by using thinner beamtransparent window materials, such as graphene.[38–40] The
schematic illustration for a graphene liquid cell is displayed in
Figure 1c. In this cell, liquid pockets are placed between two
graphene sheets that are supported by TEM grids. Two graphene sheets adhere together by van der Waals’ interactions
such that the liquid pockets are preserved under a vacuum
environment. Compared to microfabricated cells, graphene
cells provide higher spatial resolution in liquid-phase TEM due
to minimized electron-beam scattering by the window materials. Because graphene windows are much thinner (<1 nm)
than those made from Si3N4 (10–100 nm), they are more transparent to the electron beam. In addition, the graphene liquid
cells are less affected by the thermal and charging effects of the
incoming electron beams. This is due to the high thermal and
electrical conductivity of graphene.[33] Thus, graphene cells help
high-resolution imaging of liquid-phase TEM observations.
Despite the well-established features and use of the abovementioned liquid cells, there are still several features to be
considered for reliable liquid-phase TEM observations. In
principle, the resolution of liquid-phase TEM is determined
by multiple factors, including the speed of motion and material changes in solution, the thickness and viscosity of the
liquid media, the capture rate of the imaging camera, and
ionization damage. A thick liquid scatters the electron beam,
reducing the resolution of the acquired image. The presence of
the imaging electron beam itself also requires careful consideration. This can potentially affect the chemical conditions of
both the solvent and the nanoparticles and it can be manipulated to promote the desired chemical condition during in situ
imaging. Thus, understanding of the beam effect is a prerequisite for liquid-phase TEM studies (see Section 8 for details).
For example, the electron beam can decompose solvent mole
cules into radicals and cause either reduction or oxidation of
reagents. A recent study demonstrating that graphene liquid
cells help to control the oxidation reaction by hydroxyl radicals is encouraging.[33] The generation of radicals is effectively
suppressed by the presence of graphene and its derivatives.
This result highlights the importance of a cell design that can
actively handle radiation chemistry by electron-beam irradiation. As described above, the imaging resolution with Si3N4
windows is low compared to that of graphene cells because
of the high degree of electron scattering by the Si3N4 window.
On the other hand, graphene cells also have limitation that
it is difficult to generate defined shapes and distribution of
liquid pockets. Therefore, future efforts are needed to develop
advanced liquid-cell designs that ensure the encapsulation of
a liquid sample in a chamber. These should exhibit precisely
determined dimensions and minimize unwanted scattering
and side reactions by the electron beam by using thin and conducting window materials.
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2.2. The Transmission Electron Microscope for In Situ Studies
For successful in situ TEM observation of liquid-phase phenomena, important breakthroughs have been made by technical development of TEM, including implementation of an
aberration-corrector and a direct electron detector. The ability
to capture high-resolution images within a short period of time
is required to capture critical steps of continuous chemical
reactions because the images are averaged during the acquisition time. As the acquisition time for a single frame of the
image is extended, the acquired images will be blurred due to
averaging of dynamic changes in the samples over the acquisition time. Generally, conventional TEM with charged coupled
device cameras has the exposure time of a range from 0.1 to 1 s
for a single image frame. This method inherently has a time
delay during data transfer in multiple steps to produce a TEM
image, which includes: (i) the conversion of the incident electron into photons, (ii) the projection of these photons onto the
sensors, and (iii) the conversion of these photons into electric
signals. The recently developed direct electron-detection technique can capture incoming electrons without loss of information such that it greatly enhances the signal-to-noise ratio and
time resolution.[41] With the direct electron-detection method,
a frame rate of 400 frames per second can be achieved with
a 14 megapixel resolution and can be further accelerated by
binning pixels.[12] In addition, the development of aberrationcorrecting lenses helps to acquire high-resolution images of
specimens in liquid. In principle, aberration correctors allow a
spatial resolution of 0.5 Å[42] and energy resolution of EELS of
≈1 eV.[43]
There is still a further demand for improving TEM techniques for the characterization of liquid samples. For example,
one notable direction is development of ultrafast TEM.
Although the time resolution of in situ TEM has been greatly
improved, many of the critical steps of liquid-phase reactions
occur at microsecond to nanosecond time scale. Recently,
employing ultrafast TEM techniques has been demonstrated
in studying rotational dynamics of colloidal nanoparticles.
Through a short electron pulse with high current density, a
time resolution of ≈10 ps was achieved with a spatial resolution
of ≈10 nm.[44]

3. Nanoparticle Formation
There have been tremendous efforts for studies on in situ
nanoparticle formation using liquid-phase TEM.[38,39,45–48] In
particular, many of them focus on metal nanoparticles. These
materials systems have several advantages over other types of
materials such as semiconductors or metal oxides, including:
(i) a mono-element composition that facilitates understanding
of growth mechanism based on in situ TEM observations,
(ii) a high Z-contrast that affords high-quality atomic resolution
imaging in solution, and (iii) the ability to control nucleation,
growth, and dissolution using an electron beam.
One of the pioneering studies in liquid-phase TEM was the
formation process of copper metal nanoparticles in aqueous
solution.[8] In this work, the nucleation and growth of copper
nanoparticles were electrochemically induced on polycrystalline
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gold electrodes. The results revealed two distinctive periods
corresponding to nucleation and growth, and each stage was
well described by the classical crystallization model. Homo
geneous nucleation occurred during the early stage of the
reaction and was followed by diffusion-limited growth of the
nanoparticles. In detail,[49] the growth period was divided into
two stages, a 3D diffusion mode and a 1D planar diffusion
mode, characterized by the change in the growth rate (R) from
≈r0.5 to r0.1 (Figure 2a).
With recent technical advances such as the employment of
aberration correctors and direct electron detectors, the time
and spatial resolution of in situ TEM measurements have been
significantly improved. This improvement has led to the observation of important aspects of nanoparticle-formation processes (e.g., aggregative nucleation and growth) with atomic
resolution. According to the classical crystallization theory,
crystallization proceeds by the addition of molecular monomers into the crystal lattices, which is governed by the minimization of the Gibbs’ free energy due to crystallization.[18]
Sometimes, nucleation-and-growth processes include multiple
intermediate steps rather than a direct transition from atoms
to crystals. This scenario is categorized as nonclassical nucleation-and-growth behavior. The existence and role of prenucleation intermediates, including clusters and small nanoparticles,
have been actively explored with in situ TEM in many studies.
For example, Alivisatos and co-workers reported an in situ
liquid-phase TEM study on the formation mechanisms of Pt
nanoparticles and uncovered the coexistence of classical and
nonclassical growth trajectories.[38,45] They suggested that the
formation of Pt nanoparticles proceeded concurrently with the
consumption of molecular monomers and the merging of the
preformed smaller-sized Pt nanoparticles (Figure 2b,c). They
also revealed that aggregation and shape reconstruction of Pt
nanoparticles occur on time scales of hundreds of milliseconds and less than tens of seconds, respectively. In addition,
they suggested that there is a critical concentration of nanoparticles above which aggregative growth becomes possible.
These findings highlight the diversity in nanocrystal-formation pathways and reveal how aggregation of the prenucleation
intermediate species contributes to the nanoparticle-formation
process.
To gain a better understanding on how preformed nanoparticles grow into a single nanocrystal, particle formation
by aggregation has been systematically studied by real-time
observation.[38,45,50,51] The results suggest that there are two
underlying mechanisms that thermodynamically govern the
aggregative growth process by minimizing defects or misalignment between the preformed species. The first behavior was
observed in the particle-to-particle interaction before particle
aggregation.[38,45,50] When two nanoparticles are close together,
they align to their crystallographic orientation by rotational or
translational motion. On colliding along the aligned direction,
they merge to form larger nanocrystals. An additional phenomenon to reduce the total energy of the merged nanoparticles was found after aggregation.[50,51] Once the nanoparticles
merge together, spontaneous structural reconstruction occurs,
which minimizes the free energy from the presence of defects
or misalignment (Figure 2d). The concept of multistep nucleation and growth was also observed for Au nanoparticles in a
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Figure 2. In situ observation of nanoparticle formation in liquid-phase TEM. a) Growth rate of copper nanoparticles on polycrystalline gold electrodes. b) In situ TEM images of a growing Pt nanoparticle displaying two representative pathways. The left and right columns illustrate growth by
monomer addition and by coalescence, respectively. c) Enlarged color images (1.5×) of panel (b). d) In situ TEM images of the formation of a Pt
nanoparticle by merging and reconstruction of two small-sized Pt nanoparticles (scale bar: 2 nm). e) 3D density map of a Pt nanoparticle and its
slabs along several cross-sections. Data were acquired by reconstructing images of a rotating Pt nanoparticle in a liquid cell. The color coding represents the three domains in this nanoparticle (scale bar: 0.5 nm). a) Reproduced with permission.[49] Copyright 2006, American Chemical Society.
b,c) Reproduced with permission.[45] Copyright 2009, American Association for the Advancement of Science. d) Reproduced with permission.[38]
Copyright 2012, American Association for the Advancement of Science. e) Reproduced with permission.[59] Copyright 2015, American Association for
the Advancement of Science.

recent study by Loh et al.[52] In this work, amorphous clusters
are gene
rated during the prenucleation stage, followed by
crystallization. Additional evidence of nanocrystal formation
through aggregative nucleation and growth was provided by
investigating the atomic structure of the nanoparticles.[53–58]
In particular, using liquid-phase TEM, near-atomic structures
of individual Pt nanoparticles (<2 nm) were reconstructed
(Figure 2e).[59] Because nanoparticles rotate freely in solution, it is possible to obtain high-resolution TEM snapshots
in the versatile orientations of the particles with a direct electron detector. The afforded results suggest that a single Pt
nanoparticle is composed of multiple domains that comprise
twisted grain boundaries at their interface. These multiple
domains make contact with the (100) and (110) surfaces at
the grain boundaries to minimize the free energy associated
with the plane defect at the interface.[60] These findings support the aggregative nucleation and growth model where the
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crystallization process proceeds via merging of the smaller
nanoparticle intermediates in the prenucleation stages. This
is consistent with the previous understanding on the “oriented attachment” that has long been recognized in the field of
geology.[61] Banfield and co-workers suggested that rather than
being perfectly aligned along with their crystallographic orientations, various defects, such as twinning and dislocation, are
favorably formed at the grain boundary of the merged crystals
as a result of this attachment.[50,62–64]
Studies using in situ liquid-phase TEM have been successfully extended to the formation of more complex nanostructures such as core–shell.[65,66] The use of flow-type liquid cells
is one of the effective ways to control heterogeneous growth.
The formation of Au–Pd core–shell nanoparticles was investigated by introducing a mixture solution of preformed Au nanoparticles and PdCl2.[67] Growth of Pd shells was induced by the
reductive effect of the electron beam.
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4. Transformation of Nanoparticles
Chemical conversion of preformed nanoparticles to other
forms of nanoparticles is an alternative way to produce nanoparticles with the desired composition and morphology that are
difficult to synthesize directly from molecular-precursor solutions.[68–70] For example, Ag nanocubes were converted to Au
nanocages by galvanic replacement reactions with Au ion.[71]
CoS2 hollow nanoparticles were synthesized from sulfidation of
Co via the Kirkendall effect, induced by the difference in the
diffusion rates of cations and anions in opposite directions.[72]
Metal nanoparticles with high crystallinity were produced by
selective etching, utilizing the high resistance of single-crystal
nanoparticles to oxidative etching.[73,74] As most of these conversion processes have generally been investigated using ex situ
analytical methods, the monitoring of their detailed mechanisms is nearly unexplored. Dynamic morphological changes
during nanoparticle transformation can be visualized in realtime using the liquid-phase TEM technique.

4.1. The Kirkendall Effect
Hollow nanoparticles are of interest because of the high surface-to-volume ratio and large void space inside the particles.
The hollow structure is formed from core–shell structures via
the Kirkendall effect, which occurs between the core and shell
with different ionic diffusion rates.[72,75–78] When the diffusion
rate of the core atoms is faster than that of the shell atoms, void
formation is initiated at the interface and subsequently grows
into a large void that occupies the center of the particle. Several
models, such as the steady-state bulk diffusion model and surface diffusion-mediated growth model, have been proposed to
explain the Kirkendall effect. However, the mechanism of the
hollowing process is not yet fully understood due to the lack of
an in situ visualization method.[71,72,79] Using the recently developed liquid-phase TEM, the hollowing process can be monitored in real-time. Niu et al. observed the formation of Bi2O3
hollow nanoparticles using liquid-phase TEM under a controlled temperature.[80] Bi nanoparticles were generated from
Bi precursors at 180 °C under an electron beam, followed by
oxidation of the surface. Continuous oxidation led to the formation of hollow nanoparticles via the Kirkendall effect induced
by fast outward diffusion of the Bi core atoms. The dynamics
of Bi core diffusion were monitored in real-time by liquidphase TEM. The diffusion coefficient for Bi nanoparticles is
7.56 × 10−18 m2 s−1, which is 3–4 orders of magnitude higher
than that of the bulk. The high diffusion coefficient is explained
by the defects in the intermediate state of the shells.

4.2. Galvanic Replacement
Galvanic replacement is a chemical reaction in which a metal
with a low reduction potential is oxidized and dissolved, while
other metal ions with high reduction potentials are reduced
and deposited, in the presence of an electrolyte.[81,82] In 2002,
Sun and Xia first reported a nanoscale galvanic replacement
reaction between Ag nanocubes and Au ions.[71] Thereafter, a
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number of papers have reported that controlled dissolution and
deposition via galvanic replacement can be used to produce
various hollow nanoparticles with complex structures.[83–88] In
addition to metal nanoparticles, galvanic replacement has also
been reported in metal oxide nanoparticles.[79]
A galvanic-replacement reaction proceeds through the following mechanisms: (i) formation of pinholes on the surface
of the template nanoparticles by etching, (ii) dissolution of the
nanoparticles and formation of an alloy on the surface of the
nanoparticle, and (iii) a dealloying process.[71] Conventionally,
the galvanic-replacement mechanism was characterized by
TEM images of sample aliquots. However, since quenching in
galvanic replacement does not cease the reaction completely at
the time of interest, in situ observation with liquid-phase TEM
can be an indispensable alternative to provide a detailed reaction mechanism.
Sutter et al. first used a liquid-phase TEM to investigate the
galvanic replacement reactions between Ag nanoparticles and
an aqueous Pd salt solution.[89] In situ observation revealed that
the Ag nanoparticles were transformed into a hollow Ag–Pd
nanostructure in the presence of PdCl2 (Figure 3a–c). The reaction rate of the galvanic replacement in the liquid-phase TEM
study was faster than that monitored by an ex situ method.
The difference is attributed by the electron-beam effect, i.e.,
reducing (PdCl4)2− to Pd0 by the electron beam, which accelerates the replacement reaction. Tan et al. also reported real-time
imaging of galvanic-replacement reactions between silver nanocubes and HAuCl4.[43] Since the galvanic reaction is usually completed within a few minutes, galvanic replacement would occur
between sample preparation and measurement, before it can be
captured by liquid-phase TEM imaging. In order to overcome
this problem, a disodium salt of ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid
(EDTA), a chelating agent, was used to slow the reaction. Liquidphase TEM demonstrated that the surface of the Ag nanoparticles is etched first and Au is subsequently deposited.

4.3. Etching
The surface area of the nanoparticles is so large that they are
easily etched in acidic and reactive environments.[90–92] Etching
sometimes poses a problem when nanoparticles are used as
catalysts. For example, in a fuel cell that operates well in an
acidic environment, most alloy catalysts are easily etched, and
their activity is significantly changed.[90] Etching is also an issue
in bioengineering application of nanoparticles because they are
easily etched away in the endosomes of cells with low pH. On
the other hand, the etching process can be used to obtain the
desired nanoparticle morphology.[73,74] In this regard, analyzing
the etching process in real time is important for catalytic and
biological applications of nanoparticles.[93,94]
Ye et al. tracked the process of etching Pt nanorods with
FeCl3 in a graphene liquid cell.[95] By the electron beam, FeCl3
decomposed water molecules to generate radicals that facilitated etching of the nanorods. When the FeCl3 concentration was low, etching proceeded in an equilibrium state and
the most stable crystal facet was maintained during etching
(Figure 3d,e). Conversely, when the FeCl3 concentration was
high, the system was in a nonequilibrium state and the Pt
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Figure 3. a–c) In situ TEM images tracking the galvanic replacement of Ag nanoparticles in an aqueous PdCl2 solution. a) Initial TEM image of the Ag
nanoparticles (scale bar, 100 nm) and magnified images of selected particles (right of panel, scale bar: 20 nm). b) The same batch of nanoparticles
(scale bar: 100 nm) after the reaction and magnified images of selected particles (right of panel, scale bar: 20 nm). c) High-resolution Z-contrast image
of the nanoparticles corresponding to panel (b). d) In situ TEM images of Au nanorods etched in the presence of concentrated FeCl3. The rods were in
near-equilibrium with flat {100} facets at their tips. e) In situ TEM images of Au nanorods etched in the presence of diluted FeCl3. The images display
the transition from nanorods to a nonequilibrium intermediate with sharp tips. a–c) Reproduced with permission.[89] Copyright 2014, Nature Publishing
Group. d,e) Reproduced with permission.[95] Copyright 2016, American Association for the Advancement of Science.

surface was exposed to a large number of {211} crystal facets.
Calculation by molecular dynamics supported these results.

5. Nanoparticle Motion
5.1. Motion of Single Nanoparticles
Nanoparticles exhibit continuous translational and rotational
motion in liquid media. Although nanoparticle movement
has been simulated with molecular-dynamics calculations,[96]
real-time tracking of particle movement is a great challenge
due to the absence of in situ visualization tools that can capture motions at the nanoscale level. Since liquid-phase TEM
is a powerful technique for tracking trajectories of individual
nanoparticles, diffusion dynamics of single particles and interparticle interactions have been intensively studied using this
analytical technique.[97–99]
The translational motion of a particle is traditionally
described by Brownian motion and follows the Einstein–Stokes’
equation (Equation (1))[100]
D=

kBT
4πηa 

(1)

where D is the diffusion coefficient of a particle, kB is the
Boltzmann’s constant, T is the temperature, η is the viscosity,
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and a is the radius of the particles. For example, the diffusion
coefficient of a spherical nanoparticle with a radius of 2 nm,
in water, is 1 × 10−10 m2 s−1. From Equation (1), the diffusion
coefficient of a particle depends on its size and the viscosity
of the solvent. Several groups have used liquid-phase TEM to
track the motion of nanoparticles by controlling their para
meters and the solvent. Zheng et al. reported that diffusivity
is negatively correlated to the size of the nanoparticles.[97]
The effect of solvent viscosity on nanoparticle diffusion was
also studied.[101] Gold nanoparticles, 30 nm in size, in a 20%
water/80% glycerol mixture exhibited a diffusion coefficient of
7 × 10−18 m2 s−1. In contrast, the diffusivity of the same particles in 100 % water is 1.4 × 10−17 m2 s−1. Although the trend is
in good agreement with the Einstein equation, the actual diffusivity of nanoparticles in a liquid-phase TEM is much slower
than the theoretical value.[101,102] For example, a diffusion coefficient of Au nanoparticles coated with thiolated chitosan in a
Si3N4 liquid cell is approximately fourfold slower than that of
the theoretical estimation.
The slow movement of nanoparticles is attributed to the confined geometry of the liquid cells.[102] From a microscopic point
of view, liquid molecules near the interface flow more slowly
than those located away from the wall due to shear stress. In
addition, the presence of interactions between the liquid mole
cules and the Si3N4 wall slows down the movement of the
molecules near the wall.[101] In aqueous solution, the hydrogen
atoms in the first layer of water may form hydrogen bonds with
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the Si3N4 wall surface. As the water molecules interact with
each other by hydrogen bonding, the bound water molecules
in the first layer may influence the motion of several layers of
water molecules, thereby increasing the viscosity. Some studies
have suggested that the slow motion is induced by the phase
separation of mixed solvents. When the solvent viscosity is significantly different and the nanoparticles are more soluble in
a phase-separated solvent of higher viscosity, the movement of
the nanoparticles becomes dull.[101]
During TEM measurements, the electron beam induces a
positive charge onto the Si3N4 window and the induced surface
charge affects the motion of the charged nanoparticles.[103,104]
Liu et al. demonstrated that the movement of positively charged
(cetyltrimethylammonium (CTA)) and negatively charged (citrate) gold nanoparticles is significantly different because of
the positively charged window surface.[105] While negatively
charged particles are fixed to the wall, even at a high electronbeam intensity, due to strong interactions with the positively
charged wall, positively charged gold nanoparticles exhibit a
smooth motion.
The irradiated electron beam causes stick-and-slip motion of
nanoparticles, as well as retardation of nanoparticle movement.
Since Si3N4 is a dielectric insulator, the charges induced by the
electron beam are localized in the radiated spots of the Si3N4
wall. Thus, nanoparticles with induced dipoles are adsorbed
onto the wall surface. Chee et al. discovered that gold nanoparticles exhibit sticky motion, so that the particles only move
a few nanometers with rotational motion on the Si3N4 surfaces (Figure 4a,b).[103] When the absorbed nanoparticles were
desorbed from the window with thermal vibration, they flew
≈50 nm and stuck again with fast pivoted rotations. In contrast
to the stick-and-slip motion in the Si3N4 liquid cell, no such
nanoparticle motion was observed in a graphene liquid cell.[104]
Because of the high electron mobility of graphene, the induced
charges easily dissipate into a lateral dimension. Thus, the lack
of localized charges in graphene allows continuous motion of
the nanocrystals.
Charged nanoparticles can be driven by the electric force
of a strong electron beam. White et al.[106] observed that Pt
nanoparticles in aqueous solution move outward from the
center of the field of view. The higher the beam dose rate is,
the faster the motion that is observed. This result indicates
that the charging of an electron beam can control nanoparticle
movement. The inductive effect of the electron beam has been
applied to the nanoscale manipulation technique in so called
“molecular tweezers”.[107,108] When a high-energy electron beam
(100–200 keV) is focused on a several nanometer-sized spots,
the beam can trap and move nanoparticles (Figure 4c). van
de Put et al. wrote letters with silica nanoparticles using the
molecular-tweezers method (Figure 4d).[109] A review written by
Zheng’s group provides more detailed information regarding
molecular tweezers.[107]
Another aspect of nanoparticle movement is rotational
motion. Fu et al. observed rotational motion of Au dimer nanoparticles in a 300-nm-thick liquid cell.[110] When a pulse laser
was incident on the liquid cell, the dimers began to rotate, and
the motion was traced in nanosecond scale with an electron
microscope. In contrast to the dimer, it is difficult to observe
the rotational motion of spherical nanoparticles in isotropic
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form using liquid TEM. In order to track the rotational motion
of a spherical particle properly, the lattice planes of the particle should be clearly visible.[111] The use of graphene liquid
cells enables high-resolution images of nanocrystals during
their rotation that are attributed to the ultrathin nature of the
graphene window.[38] A paper on 3D reconstruction using
high-resolution TEM images of rotating nanoparticles was published in 2015.[59] In this work, Park et al. collected a number
of high-resolution TEM images of individual Pt nanoparticles
that rotate randomly in a graphene liquid cell. The ab initio 3D
reconstruction algorithm that was developed for biomolecules
was applied to the TEM image set of the nanoparticles to produce 3D structures of the individual nanoparticles. This technique shows great potential as a new tool to provide accurate
structural information at an individual nanoparticle level.

5.2. Interparticle Interactions
In addition to Brownian motion, nanoparticle motion is affected
by interparticle interactions. The presence of attraction forces
between nanoparticles, originating from their dipole moment
or van der Waals’ forces, induces the particles to move closer
together. The relative motion between nanoparticles perturbed
by the interparticle interaction is one of the key factors to elucidate self-assembly and oriented attachment mechanisms (see
Sections 5.3 and 6, respectively), consequently, real-time observation is critical for elucidation of the detailed dynamics.
Chen et al. statistically analyzed the relative trajectory of positively charged gold nanorods.[112] When the nanorods are close
to each other, weak anisotropic interparticle interactions cause
the nanorods to approach the tips of the adjacent nanoparticles
selectively (Figure 4e–g). They also observed the relative trajectories of two nanoparticles connected by a linker.[113] By conjugating the Au nanoparticles with DNA, their relative temporal
positions could be tracked by liquid-phase TEM.
Nanoparticle motion can also be influenced by interactions
with other materials located in the vicinity. For example, the
interaction of nanoparticles with biomaterials is an important
issue in nanobiotechnology.[114,115] Pohlmann et al. conducted
a proof-of-concept study on nanoparticle–cell interactions using
liquid-phase TEM.[116] Figure 4h displays real-time observation of Au nanoparticles entering brain-tumor stem cells.
Liquid-phase TEM shows great potential for applications in a
wide span of research areas that require a mechanistic understanding of biological processes based on high-resolution
microscopy observations.

5.3. Self-Assembly
Self-assembly has been extensively utilized for applications of
nanoparticles in electronic devices, magnetic storage media,
photonic crystals, and biological sensors.[15,117–121] Self-assembly
is caused by different factors including attractive interactions
between nanoparticles originating from van der Waals’ forces,
as well as dipole moments in nanoparticles, depletion forces,
and solubility change of the nanoparticles during solvent
drying or salt addition. To date, small-angle X-ray scattering
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Figure 4. a) Time-series TEM images of nanoparticles in the “stick” mode where the nanoparticles move in small displacements. b) TEM images of
nanoparticles in the “flight” mode where the nanoparticles move long displacements (≈50 nm) within a single frame (highlighted with red arrows).
c) Particle motion in the presence of a focused electron beam. d) Dark-field STEM image of silica particles written by the “molecular tweezers” method
(scale bar: 500 nm). e–g) Comparison of experimental data and theoretical modeling of electrostatic interactions. e) Position plot of attached nanorods
on an individual nanorod. f) The observed density of rods corresponding to panel (e). g) Energy contour map calculated for a pair of nanorods, where
one particle is fixed vertically at the center. The potential is color-coded: red for high potential and blue for low potential. h) A TEM image of a brain
tumor cell incubated with gold nanorods. The image indicates great internalization of nanorods in select regions. a,b) Reproduced with permission.[103]
Copyright 2016, American Chemical Society. c) Reproduced with permission.[107] Copyright 2013, Royal Society of Chemistry. d) Reproduced with
permission.[109] Copyright 2015, Wiley-VCH. e–g) Reproduced with permission.[112] Copyright 2015, American Chemical Society. h) Reproduced with
permission.[116] Copyright 2015, American Chemical Society.

(SAXS) has been mainly used for real-time analysis to investigate self-assembly mechanisms.[122–124] However, interpretation of SAXS data that converts structural information from a
reciprocal lattice space to real space is complicated and somewhat unreliable, such that phase information is frequently lost
during the data-conversion process. Therefore, real-time information directly obtained from liquid-phase TEM can enhance
our understanding of nanoparticle self-assembly.
Park et al. reported the direct observation of a self-assembly
process of Pt nanoparticles by solvent-drying using a Si3N4
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liquid-phase TEM.[125] During solvent evaporation, the nanoparticles are dragged along the solvent front and gather into
amorphous agglomerates (Figure 5a). These agglomerates are
subsequently crystallized by local fluctuation. As the assembly
proceeds, the coordination number increases, while the area
incorporating the nanoparticles decreases. The following paper
reported that the roles of solvent drying differ with different
initial nanoparticle concentrations.[104] For example, at high
initial nanoparticle concentrations, they are spread two-dimensionally as the liquid thickness becomes thinner; this results in
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Figure 5. a) Time-series TEM images of superlattice formation during solvent drying (scale bar: 100 nm). b) Nanoparticle assembly in the periphery
of a nanodroplet composed of EDTA in aqueous solution. c) TEM images of the nanoparticle assembly on the interface between water and EDTA
nanodroplets of three different sizes. a) Reproduced with permission.[125] Copyright 2012, American Chemical Society. b,c) Reproduced with permission.[129] Copyright 2016, American Chemical Society.

a decrease in the local density of the particles. The motion of
other types of nanoparticles such as PbSe were also studied in
the same report.
The dipole moment in nanoparticles is one of the key components that determines self-assembly dynamics. Dispersed FePt
nanoparticles are reported to initially form 1D chain structures
and subsequently evolve into 2D self-assembled structures.[126]
Since FePt is a superparamagnetic material with magnetic
dipoles, a chain arrangement forms as the intermediate state.
The long-range force between the nanoparticles was quantitatively analyzed.
Charged nanoparticles are well dispersed in hydrophilic solvents due to their repulsive interactions. However, once the
particles lose their charges, they become unstable and tend to
assemble by themselves. Liu et al. discovered that nanoparticles charged with CTA+ ions aggregate during in situ TEM
measurements in solution.[105] The electrons are projected to
positively charged gold nanoparticles and fill the trapping sites.
This generates an anisotropic polaronic state, leading to chain
formation. In addition, the electrons reduce CTA+ to low charge
density, causing the nanoparticles to become unstable. Small
nanoparticles are assembled faster than the large nanoparticles, since they are more susceptible to reduction by the electron beam because of fewer CTA+ ions on their surface. It was
also observed that hematite nanoparticles are agglomerated by
salt in the aqueous solution.[127] Aggregation promoted by an
increase in ionic strength provides direct confirmation of the
Derjaguin–Landau–Verwey–Overbeek (DLVO) theory.
It is known that nanoparticles are well assembled at the interface of two different solvents or phases by surface tension.[128]
Lin et al. illustrated the process of assembling Pt nanoparticles
at a water/nanodroplet (EDTA) interface using liquid-phase
TEM.[129] As an external nanoparticle approaches to a droplet on
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which nanoparticles are assembled, the preassembled particles
move slightly along the circumference to provide space for the
incoming nanoparticle. The external nanoparticle enters this
empty space and becomes assembled. Through this process,
the number of nanoparticles per droplet reaches a constant,
depending on the size of the nanodroplets (Figure 5b,c).
Sutter et al. reported the self-assembly process of octapodshaped nanoparticles in liquid-phase TEM.[130] Kim et al. investigated the behavior of a premade self-assembled structure
in the presence of an electron beam,[131] whereby gold nanoprisms (89 nm × 7.5 nm) spontaneously self-assemble due to
their unique shape. When an electron beam was applied to the
nanoprisms, they were charged and the interparticle distance
widened. The change was observed with in situ TEM and supported by SAXS spectra.

6. Attachment Between Nanoparticles
As discussed in Section 5.2, attractive interactions between
nanoparticles move them closer together. When the ligand density of the nanoparticles is low and their surface energy is high,
they attach directly to the adjacent nanoparticles. As discussed
in Section 3, attachment also occurs during the nanoparticle
growth process where small nanoparticles aggregate and fuse
to grow into larger nanoparticles.[50,132]
If crystal planes of two nanocrystals are perfectly matched
during the attachment, they are subject to undergoing “oriented attachment.”[133] When this occurs continuously along a
1D direction, anisotropic nanomaterials can be obtained.[134–136]
For PbSe nanocrystals, oriented attachment results in PbSe
thin films without grain boundaries.[122,137–142] The assembled
nanocrystalline films exhibit high electron mobility due to their
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Figure 6. a–d) Time-series TEM images of two iron oxyhydride nanoparticles (particle I and II) illustrating the typical dynamics of lattice finding and
matching (scale bars: 10 nm). e,f) Time-series TEM images of pairwise interactions of gold nanoparticles without ligands (e) and with CTAB ligands (f).
g,h) Schematic diagram of the position of the molecules corresponding to panels (e) and (f), respectively (blue spheres, water molecules; orange
spheres, gold nanoparticles; yellow, CTAB). a–d) Reproduced with permission.[50] Copyright 2012, American Association for the Advancement of
Science. e–h) Reproduced with permission.[145] Copyright 2016, American Chemical Society.

crystallographic coherence at the atomic level.[143,144] However,
how a nanocrystal finds and matches the crystal planes of an
adjacent nanocrystal was unknown until liquid-phase TEM was
developed.
Liquid-phase TEM provided an interesting answer for this.[50]
Figure 6a–d illustrates that an iron oxyhydride nanocrystal
approaches another nanocrystal and stops at a fixed distance.
The nanoparticle continues to rotate until it finds the preferred lattice direction. Subsequently, a point contact is formed
abruptly between the two nanoparticles, followed by atomby-atom oriented attachment at the contact point. Moreover,
the Au nanoparticles are also found to hold a certain distance
from each other before they are attached.[145] This behavior was
consistently observed in nanoparticles with and without cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) ligands. Interestingly,
the proximity distance between the CTAB-capped nanoparticles
is similar to the length of the intercalated ligands (Figure 6e–h).
For bare nanoparticles, the distance is approximately twice the
size of the water molecule. This leads to the hypothesis that a
hydrate double layer is formed between the two nanoparticles
when they are close to each other. Subsequently, such geometry
was confirmed to be energetically stable by molecular dynamics.
Thereafter, a sudden jump to contact and orientated attachment
occurs, similar to that observed by Li et al. (Figure 6a–d).[50]
Aabdin et al. proposed another scenario by examining the
attachment of Au nanocrystals using liquid-phase TEM. They
suggested that the angle at which the two nanocrystals meet
is critical for achieving oriented attachment.[146] When the two
gold nanocrystals meet at a small angle (<15°), the nanocrystals
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are able to rotate to some degrees and match the crystal plane
(Figure 7). When the two nanocrystals meet at a large angle
(>15°), dislocation occurs. The importance of the contact angle
between the nanocrystals was validated by molecular-dynamics
simulation.
On the other hand, linker-mediated attachment of nanoparticles was observed with liquid-phase TEM.[147] Linear and
branched networks are formed from gold nanoparticles coated
with ethylene diammonium. The spacing between the nanoparticles was determined as 1.5 nm, consistent with the sum of
the lengths of the two surfactants and the length of one linker
molecule.

7. In Situ Study of Nanomaterials with
External Bias
Nanomaterials are used as an important component in electrochemical devices composed of cathodes,[148–153] anodes,[154–159]
and electrolytes.[160–165] The working mechanisms of electrochemical cells have been studied by ex situ methods.[166–176]
However, these studies cannot answer questions related to
electrolyte decomposition and formation of the solid electrolyte interphase (SEI). In order to answer such questions by
in situ observation, an open-cell configuration for TEM has
been developed (Figure 8a).[177–180] As a model experiment,
LiCoO2 (cathode) and SnO2 (anode) nanowires were connected to a droplet of ionic liquid and an external potential was
applied to this open-cell through a biasing system.[177] Because
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Figure 7. a,b) Time-series TEM images of coherent bonding between two gold nanoparticles that make contact with a small angle of ≈9° misalignment (a) and defect-mediated bonding between two gold nanocrystals that make contact with a large angle (b). c,d) Molecular dynamics simulations
of coherent bonding (c) and defect-mediated bonding (d). The red atoms indicate defects. Reproduced with permission.[146] Copyright 2014, American
Chemical Society.

conventional electrolytes evaporate in the high vacuum in TEM,
a nonvolatile ionic liquid or solid electrolytes were used in this
study. However, the use of ionic-liquid electrolytes requires a
higher overpotential than the actual battery system, resulting in
a change in kinetics. To avoid problems posed by an open-cell
configuration, a closed-cell (liquid cell) configuration was developed (Figure 8b).[181–183] In this configuration, a full cell composed of two electrodes and a liquid electrolyte is sandwiched
between two electron-transparent windows and sealed to prevent evaporation of the electrolyte in high-vacuum TEM. Several
in situ TEM studies of electrochemical cells using conventional
liquid electrolytes have been reported.[184–188] Gu et al. observed
lithiation and delithiation of silicon-nanowire electrodes in
the same environment as a commercial battery system where
a conventional liquid electrolyte and Li metal were applied.[183]
Real-time analysis of the SEI layer is also important to improve
battery stability and efficiency because the SEI layer plays a critical role in stabilizing electrodes and creating a path for Li ions
between the electrodes and the electrolyte.[189–193] Sacci et al.
studied the formation and decomposition mechanisms of the

SEI layer during charging and discharging by using a closedcell system with a conventional Au electrode and LiPF6 ethyl
carbonate/dimethyl carbonate electrolyte.[189] The closed cell
still has limitations of relatively low resolution and electronbeam effect that should be overcome in the future.

8. Influence and Manipulation of the Electron
Beam in Liquid-Phase TEM
To gain a better understanding of observations by the liquidphase TEM, it is important to understand the effects of the
electron beam on liquid samples. Furthermore, quantitative controls over chemical and physical interactions between
inherent electron beam and solvent molecules can allow
desired chemical conditions to be generated during in situ
TEM imaging. Regardless of the types of solvents used in the
TEM experiments, most liquids are subject to decomposition
by the electron-beam bombardment; as a result, radical species,
a pH change of the solution, and charging of the species in the

Figure 8. a,b) Schematic diagrams of an open cell (a) and a closed liquid-cell battery (b) for liquid-phase TEM. a) Reproduced with permission.[174]
Copyright 2010, American Association for the Advancement of Science. b) Reproduced with permission.[183] Copyright 2013, American Chemical Society.
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solution are generated. Most of these electron-beam effects are
mainly due to the radiolysis of the solvent molecules by inelastic electron scattering.
The effects of the radiation on water are well documented in
classical radiation chemistry.[194] Although the dose rate of the
electron beam employed in the TEM measurement is significantly high, compared to that of the process in conventional
radiation chemistry, information from radiation chemistry
provides fundamental elements to understand radiolysis in
liquid-phase TEM experiments. Water molecules (H2O) can be
decomposed into various kinds of radicals including aqueous
electrons (eaq−), hydroxyl radicals (•OH), and hydrogen radicals (•H) by the beam irradiation and these radicals further
stimulate formation of byproducts such as H2, H3, OH−, H2O2,
HO2−, and H3O+ (Figure 9a). Aqueous electrons (eaq−), hydroxyl
radicals (•OH), and hydrogen radicals (•H) are of particular
interest, because they have a strong reducing (eaq−, •H) or oxidizing (•OH) strength. Basically, most of the nucleation and
growth events of the metal nanoparticles that take place in the

liquid TEM measurement are governed by the redox reaction
(Figure 9b).
Interactions between the electron beam and organic solvents
are also important because a variety of colloidal nanomaterials
have been synthesized in organic solvents. The beam effect
is much more complicated to understand in organic solvents
because a larger number of different chemical species can be
generated than those produced in water under electron-beam
irradiation. The products of radiolysis include a wide range
of chemicals, such as gas molecules, small organic species,
dimeric species, and polymeric species. Radicals are also produced by beam irradiation in organic solvents. As in water,
strong reducing radicals, eaq−, and strong oxidizing radicals,
which have analogous roles to •OH in water, are generated in
organic solvents.
Interestingly, several recent studies have demonstrated
that the redox reaction induced by the electron beam can
be controlled in a variety of ways. One simple approach is to
adjust the dose rate of the electron beam, which controls the

Figure 9. a) Steady-state concentrations of various chemical species produced by radiolysis (deaerated, neat water). b) Proposed reaction mechanism
of Au nanoparticles in water under beam irradiation according to the Cl− concentration and pH. c,d) Time-series STEM images of growth (reduction
reaction; dose rate = 6.1 e− Å−2 s−1) (c) and dissolution process (oxidation reaction; dose rate = 1.5 e− Å−2 s−1) (d) of Cu shells on Au nanoparticles.
a) Reproduced with permission.[195] Copyright 2014, American Chemical Society. b) Reproduced with permission.[197] Copyright 2015, Royal Society of
Chemistry. c,d) Reproduced with permission.[196] Copyright 2017, Royal Microscopical Society.
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Figure 10. a) EDS elemental map of a Ag–Cu core–shell nanowire in water. b,c) STEM images of the nanowire before (b) and after (c) EDS data
acquisition. d,e) Elemental maps of Cu (d) and Ag (e) extracted from panel (a). The elemental map and STEM images clearly show the deposition of
Cu nanoparticles around the Ag nanowires. f,g) A schematic diagram (f) and TEM image (g) of self-assembly of Au nanoprisms in 0.15 m phosphate
buffer solution at pH 8 (d: d spacing, h: the length of the self-assembled structure) scale bar: 50 nm. h) SAXS spectrum of the self-assembly of Au
nanoprisms in 0.15 m phosphate buffer solution at pH 8. The black arrows indicate the peak positions, from which the d spacing of the lamellar
structure was calculated. Inset of (h) 2D SAXS image of the same dispersion. a–e) Reproduced with permission.[201] Copyright 2014, Royal Society of
Chemistry. f–h) reproduced with permission.[131] Copyright 2016, American Chemical Society

concentration of different radicals. Figure 9c displays the
steady-state concentration of different chemical species produced by radiolysis of water.[195] They affect the onset and progress of the nucleation-and-growth behavior of nanoparticles,
as well as changing the overall rate of the reaction. Several
studies show that switching between reductive and oxidative
conditions of the liquid medium can be actively accessed by a
careful adjustment of the dose rate.[195,196] Ahmad et al. showed
reversible deposition/dissolution of Cu nanoshells on Au nanoparticles in methanol solvents (Figure 9c,d). Under a high dose
rate (>6.1 e− Å−2 s−1 in their experimental conditions), the generation of eaq−, the reducing radical, is dominant, resulting the
growth of Cu nanoshells. In contrast, under a low dose rate
(<1.5 e− Å−2 s−1 in their experimental conditions), the relative
concentration of the oxidizing radicals (CH3OH•) increases,
leading to an oxidizing environment that can etch Cu shells.
Another approach to control the radicals produced by the
electron beam is introducing radical scavengers into the liquid
environment. Because there are different chemical species that
have different reactivities toward oxidizing and reducing radicals, selective scavenging of a particular type of radicals is frequently needed. For example, the addition of •OH scavengers
can establish a reducing environment free from oxidation reactions by •OH. The study reported by Sutter et al.[89] showed the
critical role of alcohol (•OH scavengers) as radical scavengers:
two different types of silver-based nanostructures were observed
depending on the presence of alcohol. Ag nanoparticles were
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transformed into hollow Ag–Pd nanostructures by the galvanic
reaction, because the dissolution of Ag (oxidation) and growth
of Pd (reduction) take place simultaneously in the absence
of alcohol (Figure 3a–c). In the presence of alcohol, however,
simple Ag–Pd core–shell structures were formed because
alcohol suppresses the oxidation reaction by acting as •OH scavengers. In the other scenario, the addition of halide ions can
enhance the oxidation reaction. Halide ions can form secondary
radicals (X2•−) which modify the rate of oxidation process via a
complexation reaction. In the presence of halide ions, the reduction potential of the metals is decreased, causing an increase
of the oxidizing strength of •OH. Hermannsdorfer et al. systematically studied the effect of change in Cl− concentration
on the stability of Au nanoparticles in water (Figure 9b).[197]
When the pH is fixed, the addition of Cl− induced dissolution
or coalescence of Au nanoparticles. In addition, faceted nanoparticles were synthesized using this etching process controlled
by halide ions.[94] Interestingly, window materials for liquid
cells can also act as selective radical scavengers. For example,
Wang et al. showed that graphene liquid cells provide more
biocompatible environments than Si3N4 liquid cells where biological samples can be sustained under the relatively strong
electron-irradiation conditions.[39] A recent study suggested that
the use of graphene as a window material or the presence of
graphene derivatives in liquid cells can reduce •OH radicals.[95]
Recent examples introduced in this section suggest that there
are new possibilities to direct electron-beam effects to control
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chemical environments of in situ liquid-phase TEM. It is also
a consensus that extensive understanding is still needed to
quantitatively control the beam effect. More details about current understanding on the electron-beam effects can be found
in another recent review paper.[198]

9. Integration with Other Characterization
Methods
As we have seen here, liquid-phase TEM is a powerful method
for in situ observation of individual nanoparticles. The liquidphase TEM can be combined with other measurement methods
in order to extend understanding of solution chemical reactions with multidimensions, structures in real space and reciprocal space, chemical compositions, and kinetics in single and
ensemble nanoparticles.
The readily applicable approaches are analytical methods
based on TEM. They include: (i) energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS), (ii) electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS),
and (iii) ex situ TEM. EDS is widely used to characterize the
chemical composition of nanoparticles because its spectrum
is element specific.[199,200] Since EDS can be performed in the
regular imaging platform of a transmission electron microscope, it is easily combined with liquid-cell TEM. The combination of EDS data and TEM images obtained from the same
liquid cell provides detailed understanding of compositional
changes of alloys and core–shell nanoparticles.[201,202] Lewis et
al. observed Cu deposition onto Ag nanowires and Au nanoparticles in a liquid cell through both high-angle annular dark-field
scanning transmission electron microscopy (HADDF-STEM)
imaging and EDS elemental mapping (Figure 10a–e).[201] EELS
can be an alternative to EDS for light elements, but multiple
scattering should be considered for liquid samples.[203] However, there is a drawback in that it takes a long time to obtain
a high-quality map using EDS or EELS, resulting in poor time
resolution. Liquid-cell TEM images are often compared with ex
situ TEM images, which are obtained from the sample aliquot
during the actual reactions, for two reasons: (i) to obtain structural information with high-resolution,[204] and (ii) to validate
that the results from in situ TEM observation are reliable.[131]
As discussed in the previous section, the beam effect is mainly
induced by the reactive radicals generated by the radiolysis of
solvent molecules, and, thus, results with minimized electronbeam perturbation can be obtained from ex situ TEM measurements. Comparing in situ and ex situ TEM, one can identify
what extent of in situ observations can be used to understand
questions regarding chemical reactions of nanoparticles. Such
a combination can be also used to generate redox reaction conditions that cannot be accessed by conventional solution chemistry and investigate behaviors of nanoparticles. For example,
during the galvanic replacement between Pd ions and Ag nanoparticles in liquid-cell TEM, radicals generated by the radiolysis
of the solvent expedited the homogeneous nucleation of Pd.[89]
Liquid-cell TEM can be complemented with other characterization methods that access ensemble information. Liquid-cell
TEM is very useful for single-particle observation, but it takes a
very long time and effort to obtain sufficient results to describe
ensemble properties. Thus, combining liquid-cell TEM and
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other in situ techniques,[205] such as SAXS, XRD, and nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) can help to understand both singleparticle properties and ensemble properties.
SAXS is a characterization tool for morphology and the
arrangement of nanomaterials. It relies on an elastic scattering
signal of X-rays, which is sensitive to the density differences
occurring on the nanoscale.[206] The signal of SAXS is determined by the structure factor and form factor. The structure
factor is from X-ray diffraction between ordered nanoparticles,
and the form factor is related to the shape and size of the nano
particles. As the particle sizes can be tracked by form-factor
analysis, it can be used to investigate the growth processes of
nanoparticles in real time.[207–213] Polte et al. studied the size
increase of nanoparticles by analyzing the form factor of SAXS
spectra during the growth of the Au nanoparticles.[207] Lassemberg et al. found a prenucleate state prior to nanoparticle
nucleation by combining form-factor and Porod analysis of
SAXS spectra.[214] On the other hand, structure factors depend
on the distance and arrangement of many nanoparticles; thus
structural information on the self-assembly of nanoparticles
has been provided.[208–213] For example, Kim et al. tracked the
self-assembly of Au nanoprisms through liquid-cell TEM, and
confirmed that the interparticle distance was similar to that
measured by SAXS (Figure 10f–h).[131]
Matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization–time of flight
(MALDI-TOF) mass spectrometry is an alternative method to
measure the size of nanoparticles.[26–28,31,215] Kim et al. obtained
MALDI-TOF mass spectra of ultrasmall-sized iron oxide nanoparticles, smaller than 4 nm, and converted the mass data
into a size distribution by using a mass-to-size converting
equation.[27] MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry is useful for
analyzing the growth process of nanoparticles because it can
measure mass information of multiple components in solution
growth, including molecules, clusters, and nanoparticles. By
using this method, different stages of the growth from the prenucleation state to discrete growth modes in the later stage can
be studied. Combining MALDI-TOF MS and liquid-cell TEM
would facilitate an understanding of nanoparticle growth with
different length scales both at single and ensemble nanoparticle
levels.
The growth process and surface structure of nanoparticles
can be characterized by NMR. By quantitative analysis of NMR
spectra in time, the chemical changes of the precursors during
nucleation can be easily traced.[216,217] The binding moiety of
surface ligands is also studied by NMR.[218,219] Since the precursors and the surface ligands are not readily visible in TEM
images, NMR is expected to be a good complement to liquidphase TEM studies. Especially, the combination of NMR and
the recently developed 3D reconstruction technique of nanoparticles based on liquid-phase TEM can deliver a comprehensive
structural understanding of nanoparticles including surface
ligands.

10. Conclusions
New characterization technology brings a new understanding
of materials chemistry. The recently developed in situ liquidphase TEM technology enables real-time visualization of the
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formation and transformation of nanomaterials. Here, we
introduced liquid-phase TEM studies for topics including
formation, growth, attachment, transformation, and etching
of nanoparticles. We also introduced studies on how the
nanomaterial morphology changes under an external bias,
including the formation of solid–electrolyte interfaces. Realtime TEM studies have unveiled important mechanistic
steps in reactions that could not be studied by conventional
methods.
However, studies using liquid-phase TEM are not limited to
results introduced here. The formation mechanisms of nanoparticles in different synthetic conditions, including sol–gel,
thermal decomposition, coprecipitation, and reverse micelles,
await elucidation by liquid-phase TEM. For example, uniformly sized nanoparticles are generally synthesized by thermal
decomposition of metal oxide precursors because burst nucleation and separated diffusion-controlled growth can be achieved
by this method.[220] However, the formation mechanisms of the
thermal decomposition have not been investigated using liquidphase TEM to date due to the high reaction temperatures,
higher than 200 °C.[220–222] In addition, limited literature on
nanoparticle behavior modulated by external stimuli, such as
temperature and pressure changes and biasing electric potentials, is available.[223]
There is much room for improvement in liquid-cell design
and fabrication. Currently, most liquid cells are fabricated by
separating two Si3N4 windows with spacers and loading the
reaction solution between them. However, this method exhibits
a very low-resolution due to the unwanted electron-beam scattering of the Si3N4 windows, as well as that of the liquid. On the
other hand, high-resolution images can be produced with graphene liquid cells; however, control over the thicknesses of the
liquid pockets is difficult. Therefore, developing a new liquid
cell that can provide high-resolution images with consistent
results is needed for reliable experiments. In addition, the new
liquid cell should also minimize the interactions between the
surface of the liquid cell and the nanoparticles to mimic more
realistic reactions.
The development of electron microscopy plays an important
role in the advancement of liquid-phase TEM studies. The goal
of this new microscopy technique is to obtain high-resolution
in situ images using the lowest electron dose with minimal
focusing time to minimize the electron-beam effect. It is also
desirable to minimize the retention time between loading of
the solution sample and TEM imaging. Detectors should also
be improved. The smaller the nanoparticle size, the faster
it moves and rotates in a liquid. Since TEM images are averaged over exposure time, it is difficult to obtain high-resolution
images of nanoparticles when they are small. By significantly
reducing the exposure time of the detector with high signal-tonoise ratio, clear images of small nanoparticles in a liquid can
be produced.
Liquid-phase TEM shows great potential as an in situ analytic tool in nanoscience, as well as other research areas in engineering and biology. For example, liquid-phase TEM is expected
to show structural changes in heterogeneous catalysts during
catalytic reactions and deactivation processes. This analytical
technique can also be used as an in situ visualization tool to
analyze the structure of biomolecules and biological processes.
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